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Thread:
So tonight I have been trying to figure out why the wording
for DISCO items is different between @ONionsLiz and
@GillbergCentre PDA research. Yes, I emailed them to
clarify why.
Links to respective PDA DISCO articles:

Identifying features of ‘pathological demand avoidance’ us
The term ‘pathological demand avoidance’ (PDA) was coined by Elizabeth Newson
to describe children within the autism spectrum who exhibit obsessive resistance to
everyday demands and...
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-015-0740-2

and

Extreme (“pathological”) demand avoidance in autism: a gen
Research into Pathological Demand Avoidance (PDA), which has been suggested
to be a subgroup within the Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), is almost nonexistent
in spite of the frequent reference to...
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-014-0647-3

So I tabulated the respective entries for each article and cross-checked against
relevant entries from a took based off 15 DISCO items.

Wider context to this is that I am also trying to work out why PDA Development
Group changed PDA dx criteria, i.e. their specific motivations for each change vs
Newson's dx criteria. Or even can PDA criteria be changed to this.

Seems to me that using the other semi-structured interview from here:
http://www.pdaresource.com/files/An%20examination%20of%20the%20behaviour
al%20features%20associated%20with%20PDA%20using%20a%20semistructured%20interview%20-%20Dr%20E%20O'Nions.pdf
Which is based off @ONionsLiz PhD thesis research. That the wording from Gillberg
article is more accurate interpretation of 15 unvalidated items.
One could use these items to probe a bit deeper as potential decision making around
PDA dx criteria. The @ONionsLiz aimed to try and make PDA a stable autism
subtype (which is highly questionnable exercise).
The wording from items from the 2 earlier studies indicates PDA actions are
manipulative and done with intent, while the later @ONionsLiz DISCO paper uses
wording that suggests the opposite.
It is also worth noting that it was decided to ignore the developmental PDA criteria
(passive early history, neurological invovlement and speech delay). Mainly as such
features are too common in autism population to useful to a subtype.

There are a number methodological weaknesses that I am not exactly thrilled with.
Firstly, they used the EDA-Q data to inform decisions around DISCO items, this is
based on carer reports. i.e. not from clinical practice.

This ignores how Newson said her criteria were remarkably robust over 15 years
worth of research:
Yes, I know @ONionsLiz DISCO paper was taking a difference approach to Newson.

Second (in addition to the arbitrary threshold issues): Is relying on features that are
not too specific in autistic population to define a subtype. This can ignore pertinent
features within a person.

More obviously, if a feature is not generally representative of autism, it is unlikely to
be representative of the triad of impairment which underpins autism dx criteria. I.e.
it is essentially defining a subtype on features not associated to autism.
This makes sense, their threshold of 30% is comparable to many common autism
comorbids, that when interacting with autism can potentially explain PDA. It would
explain certain research results:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337146735_Demand_avoidance_pheno
mena_circularity_integrity_and_validity_a_commentary_on_the_2018_National_Autistic_Society_PDA_Conference
This should be obvious to most people!

What isinteresting is @ONionsLiz study investigating PDA behaviours viewed them
as being manipulative (pre her DISCO research). Importantly this research notes that
manipulative behaviour makes difficult viewing PDA as autism.
http://www.pdaresource.com/files/An%20examination%20of%20the%20behaviour
al%20features%20associated%20with%20PDA%20using%20a%20semistructured%20interview%20-%20Dr%20E%20O'Nions.pdf
After @ONionsLiz DISCO research, their is essentially
a replication study with same tool, but results suggests behaviours "socially strategic".
While other actions are manipulative in nature.

Dimensions of difficulty in children reported to have an autism spectru…
Read the full Commentary on this article at doi: 10.1111/camh.12273 Read the full
Response to the Commentary on this article at doi: 10.1111/camh.12287
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/camh.12242

Reading between the lines, what seems to be happening is that PDA criteria and
literature is being controlled to try and make it conform closer to autism
understandings. While ignoring/ disagreeing with things that undermine that PDA is
autism narrative.
Worth noting that if PDA Development Group research is basing clinical diagnostic
tools of carer report based research; there is obviously going to be an overlap between
carers & clinicians responses. Also incredibly circular:

Editorial: Demand avoidance — pathological, extreme or oppositional?
Since its inception in 1980, the term PDA has generated much debate, indeed,
arguably few subjects have generated such controversy in the neurodevelopmental
literature. However research in the area i…
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/camh.12388

Must be said @ONionsLiz DISCO items were matched against EDA-Q items. EDA-Q

itself views PDA actions as with intent and manipulative. EDA-Q is based off
Newson's dx criteria & unvalidated DISCO items. i.e. ones in Gillberg study.

Link to EDA-Q paper.

Development of the ‘Extreme Demand Avoidance Questionnaire’ (EDA…
Read the Commentary for this article on doi: 10.1111/jcpp.12275
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/jcpp.12149

Is important as @ONionsLiz were matched to various EDA-Q items. Tells us that
using EDA-Q research to inform new PDA DISCO items is that they should have kept
the original wording. i.e PDA actions are manipulative.

*2016 PDA DISCO study items were matched to various EDA-Q items*
Seems PDA Development Group based research contains certain amount of
confirmation bias, I standby the comment such PDA research appears self-validating
pseudoscience. Could argue to start PDA research again from Newson's descriptions
using scientific method.

Link to my article where make previous observation:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337146735_Demand_avoidance_pheno
mena_circularity_integrity_and_validity_a_commentary_on_the_2018_National_Autistic_Society_PDA_Conference
Worth pointing out irony of PDA Development Group research suggesting interest in
PDA could bias its research:

Identifying features of ‘pathological demand avoidance’ us
The term ‘pathological demand avoidance’ (PDA) was coined by Elizabeth Newson
to describe children within the autism spectrum who exhibit obsessive resistance to
everyday demands and...
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-015-0740-2

Although from engaging with them I am pretty sure PDA Development Group would
argue research not conforming to their views PDA is an autism subtype is biased and
not valid.
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